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ANN ARBOR: Ander Herrera No. 21 of Manchester United passes the ball against defender Gareth Bale
No. 11 of Real Madrid during the first half of the Guinness International Champions Cup at Michigan
Stadium. —AFP

ANN ARBOR: Ashley Young struck twice Saturday to help
Manchester United to a 3-1 friendly win over Real Madrid in front of
the biggest crowd ever to watch a football match in America.

Javier “Chicharito” Hernandez also scored for Manchester United,
whose lone goal was Gareth Bale’s spot kick. Madrid trailed 2-1 in the
second half when manager Carlo Ancelotti introduced former United
star Cristiano Ronaldo off the bench.

The move did little for the European champions’ quest for an
equalizer, but it delighted the crowd of 109,318 at Michigan Stadium,
home of the University of Michigan Wolverines that is fondly known
as “The Big House.”

The attendance surpassed the prior record 101,799 who watched
the 1984 Olympic final between Brazil and France at Pasadena’s Rose
Bowl.

While Manchester United manager Louis Van Gaal had voiced
doubts that the US tour heavy on travel offered the best pre-season
preparation for his players, he was proud of the club’s impact in
North America as well as their performance on the pitch in four
matches so far.

“Three hundred thousand fans have watched us already and now
we’re in the Miami final, it will be even more than that,” he said.

“Broadcasters all over the world should show the first goal,” he
said of Young’s strike in the 21st minute. “It was a fantastic goal by
Manchester United. I think all the team touched the ball. People
could have come to the stadium just for that goal, I think.”

Real Madrid pulled level six minutes later after Bale was fouled by
Michael Keane and converted the penalty. Louis van Gaal’s side went
ahead again in the 37th as Young curled a ball into the net, Wayne
Rooney coming close to getting the final touch.

Hernandez sealed the result in the 80th when he headed in a
cross from Shinji Kagawa. The victory sends Manchester United into

Monday’s final of the International Champions Cup, a series of friend-
lies involving eight European clubs all preparing for their domestic
campaigns.

They’ll face Premier League rivals Liverpool, who had already
booked their berth before their 2-0 victory over AC Milan in Charlotte
on Saturday. “It will be another preparation game for us but it’s better
to win than lose,” van Gaal said.

In Charlotte, Joe Allen in the first half and Spanish striker Suso in
the second scored for Liverpool, as AC Milan finished the exhibition
tournament without a point.

Liverpool’s pressure paid off with Allen’s goal in the 17th minute.
After divesting Michael Essien of the ball, Allen drove into the penal-
ty area and fired a shot that hit the post.

Raheem Sterling’s attempt from the rebound was deflected back
by keeper Christian Abbiati, but Allen was in place to finally slot the
ball home. Liverpool had a chance to  double the score in the 28th
minute, but Rickie Lambert’s spot-kick was saved by Abbiati and it
wasn’t until the 90th minute that Suso added the second goal.

“I thought it was an excellent test for us,” Liverpool manager
Brendan Rogers said. “I thought we showed real good composure
and control with the ball .. and I thought defensively we were really
strong and solid.”

In addition to enduring another demoralizing defeat, AC Milan
saw defender Mattia De Sciglio laid out flat by a collision with his
own goalkeeper Gabriel in the second half.

Gabriel was able to continue in goal, but De Sciglio had to leave
the contest. Liverpool had already been assured of going through to
Monday’s match after English Premier League champions
Manchester City fell 5-4 on penalties to Olympiakos after a 2-2 full-
time draw in Minneapolis. In an all-Italian clash, Inter Milan defeated
AS Roma 2-0 in Philadelphia. —AFP

United win Real friendly

LONDON: Radamel Falcao scored his
first goal since a six-month injury lay-
off to earn Monaco a 1-0 win over
Arsenal in the Emirates Cup friendly
tournament in London yesterday.

The Colombia striker netted with a
powerful first-half header to give
Monaco victory in their final pre-sea-
son friendly before they open their
Ligue 1 campaign at home to Lorient
next Sunday.

Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger
handed a full debut to £30 million
($50.4 million, 37.6 million euros) new
signing Alexis Sanchez, but the
Chilean was eclipsed by Falcao, who
missed the World Cup after damaging
knee ligaments in January.

“I’m very happy with his return
and very satisfied that he scored a
goal that gave us the win,” said
Monaco coach Leonardo Jardim on
Falcao, who has been strongly linked
with a move to Real Madrid.

“Obviously I’m counting on him. In
football anything is possible, espe-
cially in the transfer window, but we
want to keep our best players, of
course.”

Monaco’s win handed victory in
the four-team tournament to
Valencia, who beat Benfica 3-1 earlier
in the day at Arsenal ’s Emirates
Stadium.

Arsenal tackle Manchester City in
the Community Shield at Wembley
next weekend, before kicking off the

Premier League season at home to
Crystal Palace on August 16.

“As much as our performance was
sharp, creative, dynamic, and mobile
yesterday, today it was static, lethar-
gic, and not convincing at all,” said
Wenger, whose side had crushed
Benfica 5-1 on Saturday. “We lost
because we deserved to lose. But I’m
not especially concerned.”

Sanchez lined up in front of debu-
tant Mathieu Debuchy on Arsenal’s
right flank, with fellow new signing
Calum Chambers again deployed at
centre-back, while Falcao made his
first start since his injury.  Buzzing
around in bright orange boots,
Sanchez almost freed Olivier Giroud
with a sweeping pass from wide on
the right, but while Arsenal looked
bright and eager in possession,
Monaco carried the greater threat.

Right-back Nabil  Dirar almost
embarrassed Arsenal goalkeeper
Wojciech Szczesny with a mishit
right-wing cross and then teed up
Falcao to head wide.

Yannick Ferreira-Carrasco twice
threatened from range, drilling nar-
rowly over from 25 yards with his
right foot and then working Szczesny
with his left, while Joao Moutinho
also shot wide.

All that Arsenal could offer by way
of reply was a Chambers effort from a
Santi Cazorla corner that sailed well
clear of the crossbar.

Monaco made the breakthrough in
the 37th minute when Falcao stole in
unmarked to meet a free-kick from
Moutinho with an emphatic close-
range header.

It was the former Atletico Madrid
striker’s first goal since the day he rup-
tured the anterior cruciate ligament in
his left knee in a French Cup tie
against amateur side Chasselay on
January 22.

A half-time reshuffle saw Sanchez
move up front for the second half and
he played a role in a move that culmi-
nated in Monaco goalkeeper Danijel
Subasic swatting away a thumping
shot from Jack Wilshere. Falcao made
way for Anthony Martial with around
half an hour to play, while Sanchez
was also withdrawn before the end.

Teenage striker Chuba Akpom took
Sanchez’s place and he should have
been awarded a penalty after being
tripped by Subasic, but referee Martin
Atkinson instead gave a free-kick on
the edge of the box that Arsenal could
not exploit.

In the penultimate game of the
tournament earlier on Sunday, Valencia
came from behind to beat Portuguese
champions Benfica 3-1. New signing
Derley gave Benfica an early lead, but
Jose Luis Gaya equalised just before
half-time and Valencia completed their
comeback with goals from Pablo Piatti
and Andres Guardado in the second
half. —AFP

Falcao winner sinks Arsenal

LONDON: Arsenal’s Ignasi Miguel (left) vies with AS Monaco’s Nabil Dirar (center) during the Emirates
Cup football match. —AFP BREMEN: Chelsea slumped to their

first pre-season defeat yesterday as
they were beaten 3-0 by Werder
Bremen in Germany to spoil the
return of Didier Drogba and the
debut of goalkeeper Thibaut
Courtois.  Ivory Coast legend
Drogba made his first appearance
for Chelsea since scoring the penal-
ty that won the 2012 Champions
League in Munich when he came on
as a second-half substitute for sum-
mer signing Diego Costa.

However, Jose Mourinho’s side
were already 2-0 down at that point
and Drogba’s return ended in a
tame defeat at the Weserstadion. 

Blues captain John Terry conced-
ed a soft penalty after 20 minutes
when he needlessly blocked the ball
with his arm and Dutch winger
Eljero Elia stepped up to plant his
spot-kick past Belgian ‘keeper
Courtois, who has joined up with
Chelsea after a long-term loan at
Atletico Madrid.

It got worse for the visitors 17
minutes later when Terry was again
implicated as Polish winger Ludovic
Obraniak darted past the static cen-
tre-half to glance a header past
Courtois. 

Mourinho made several changes
at the break, including the introduc-
tions of Drogba and Branislav
Ivanovic, while Eden Hazard entered
the fray in the second half.

Bremen won a second penalty in
the last minute when Dutch defend-
er Nathan Ake was punished for
what appeared to be a fair chal-
lenge but it didn’t matter to Felix
Kroos, who stroked the ball past
substitute ‘keeper Petr Cech from 12

yards.  
Chelsea, who had previously reg-

istered four wins and a draw in pre-
season, continue their preparations
with a game against Hungarian side

Ferencvaros in Budapest next
Sunday. Their opening Premier
League game will be away to pro-
moted Burnley on Monday, August
18. —AFP

Chelsea slump to defeat

JOHANNESBURG: England-born Stephen Constantine extended
his fairy-tale start as Rwanda coach by plotting the downfall of
Congo Brazzaville in a 2015 Africa Cup of Nations (CAN) elimina-
tor this weekend.

The Rwandan ‘Wasps’ shocked the Congolese ‘Red Devils’ 2-0
in Kigali and won a penalty shootout 4-3 to reach the group
phase of the qualifying competition.

Michel Ndahinduka put the home team ahead on 56 minutes
at Stade Nyamirambo and Albania-based Meddie Kagere dou-
bled the lead soon after.

Former Cup of Nations title-holders Congo came closest to
snatching an away goal midway through the second half when
Cesaire Gandze was foiled by the woodwork.

Constantine, a 51-year-old former coach of Malawi, Sudan,
India and Nepal, moved to Rwanda two months ago after guiding
a club into the Cypriot premier division.

His first match in charge delivered a stunning 3-0 Cup of
Nations home victory over recently crowned African Nations
Championship (CHAN) winners Libya.

The ‘Wasps’ lost 2-0 away to Congo two weeks ago, but
Constantine did not lose faith in his minnows, saying an early goal
would bring them back into contention.

There was no early goal in a lacklustre opening half, but two

goals within eight minutes turned the tide and Patrick Sibomana
converted the tie-clinching spot-kick.

The reward for Rwanda is a place in Group A with defending
champions Nigeria and former champions South Africa and
Sudan. All group winners and runners-up and the best of the sev-
en third-place countries go to Morocco for the January 17-
February 8 biennial African football showpiece.

Malawi also took the shootout route to success, defeating
Benin 1-0 at Kamuzu Stadium in Blantyre through a John Banda
goal and 4-3 on penalties. Young midfielder Banda struck on 14
minutes with an acrobatic volley that gave goalkeeper Emmanuel
Fabiyi no chance. The Malawian ‘Flames’ were unlucky not to score
again as captain Joseph Kamwendo struck the woodwork and
Gastin Simkonda had a goal ruled offside.

West Bromwich Albion midfielder Stephane Sessegnon, lead-
ing scorer in the qualifiers with four goals, missed the first kick of
the shootout for the Benin ‘Squirrels’.

Malawi go into Group B where they will face Algeria, the most
impressive African team at the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, Mali and
Ethiopia.

Jerome Ramatlhakwane equalised in the final minute to give
Botswana a 1-1 away draw against Guinea Bissau at Estadio 24 de
Setembro.—AFP

More CAN glory for Rwanda coach

GERMANY: Werder Bremen’s Alejandro Galvez (left) and Chelsea FC’s
Cesc Fabregas vie for the ball during a friendly football match. —AFP

NICE: A familiar face came on and helped new-look
Barcelona draw 1-1 with Nice in a friendly in southern
France on Saturday.

The veteran Xavi Hernandez was introduced at half-time
with the Catalans trailing 1-0 to the Ligue 1 club at the
Allianz Riviera stadium.

And he equalised from the penalty spot midway
through the second half after Romain Genevois was
adjudged to have fouled young forward Munir El Haddadi.

Earlier, Argentine striker Dario Cvitanich had put Nice in
front from the spot after he himself had been brought
down by Gerard Pique.

New Barcelona coach Luis Enrique handed starts to sum-
mer signings Marc-Andre ter Stegen and Jeremy Mathieu,
while Ivan Rakitic and Alen Halilovic were among a raft of
players brought on as substitutes. Barca’s next friendly will
be against Napoli on Wednesday. Their opening game in La
Liga will be against Elche on August 24. —AFP

New-look Barcelona draw

NICE: Pedro Rodriguez controls the ball during a friendly football match between Nice and Barcelona
at the Allianz Riviera stadium. —AFP


